NAD Math Multi-grade Committee-2013

Goal: Assisting teachers in successful delivery of the NAD math standards using the current adopted math series. (HMH Go Math!/Big Ideas math series)

Outcome: A multi-faceted product for NAD elementary teachers with a primary focus on the multi-grade classroom. These tools may also give help for single, double, and differentiated instruction of math.

Comprehensive Overview for the successful Math adoption

Symbol=four piece Venn diagram funnel

The funnel is filled with all the concerns about the Go Math adoption and delivery.

From the top, the funnel looks like this: Problems

At the bottom it looks like the convergence of the Venn diagram.

Concerns can be in one or all of the areas of:
- Sound multi-grade practices (A)
- Superior math understanding (B)
- Solid understanding of Go Math/Big Ideas resources (C)
- Understand and Apply the NAD Math Standards (D)

Success!

In drilling down the funnel, the four best practices converge in the center to optimize math instruction.

Success! In drilling down the funnel, the four best practices converge in the center to optimize math instruction.

Tools for each area will be developed. Tools will be adept in both video and print versions.